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WEEKLY REPORT
May 26 – June 1, 2014
DRIVING WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED (DWLS)
On May 26th an officer on patrol stopped a vehicle for a speeding violation. Upon further
investigation, it was found that the driver’s license was suspended. The driver was arrested
for DWLS and transported to the station.
FIRE
On May 26th officers were dispatched to the 20900 block of Robinwood Street on a delayed
report of a dryer fire. Upon arrival the homeowner advised that her electric clothes dryer had
caught fire approximately a half hour prior and she was able to put the fire out herself by
unplugging the dryer. The homeowner wanted assistance with ventilating the lower level
laundry room to get the remaining smoke out. Officers assisted the homeowner with opening
a window in the lower level as most of the smoke had dissipated. Upon further investigation
it appeared that the electronic control board had overheated on the dryer.
FIRE ALARM
On May 26th officers responded to a home on Marblehead on a fire alarm. Upon arrival the
homeowner advised light smoke from his cooking caused the fire alarm to activate. The
homeowner canceled the alarm upon officer’s arrival.
POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA/DRIVING WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED (DWLS)
On May 26th an officer stopped a vehicle on Grand River near Orchard Lake Road for tinted
windows and no headlights activated. The driver was suspended with several warrants. The
driver was arrested for DWLS and the vehicle was impounded. At the station the officer
located a small baggie of Marijuana on the driver. The driver was cited for Possession of
Marijuana and DWLS and housed.
ANIMAL CRUELTY
On May 27th an officer was dispatched to the Farmington Post Office in the Downtown Plaza
on a report of a dog locked in a car for over twenty minutes. Upon arrival the officer found
the dog locked in the vehicle with a window open about an inch. The officer observed no
water dish in the vehicle, an outside temperature of 81 degrees, and humid out. After a few
minutes the owner of the dog returned to the vehicle and was issued a citation for animal
cruelty.
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POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA
On May 27th an officer stopped a vehicle for running a red light at Grand River and Drake
Road. The officer detected an odor of Marijuana coming from the interior of the vehicle. The
officer located a baggie of suspected Marijuana in the driver’s pants pocket. The driver was
arrested for Possession of Marijuana and the vehicle was impounded. The driver was
released upon receipt of bond money.
OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED (OWI)
On May 27th an officer stopped a vehicle on Grand River and Drake Road for high beams
activated. The officer detected an odor of intoxicants coming from the interior of the vehicle.
The driver admitted to consuming alcohol at his girlfriend’s residence. The driver failed field
sobriety tests with a PBT of .10(0). The driver was arrested for OWI and the vehicle was
impounded. The driver submitted to a breath test at the station with a result of .12. The driver
was cited for OWI and housed until sober.
MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY (MDOP)
On May 28th a Jamestown Apartment’s resident came into this department to advise that
unknown person(s) had slashed the passenger side rear tire of his vehicle while it was
parked in his garage over the night of May 25th – May 26th. The man advised that this is the
second time that this has occurred and that he has also had his mail stolen in the past.
SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE
On May 29th the owner of You Store It (Nine Mile/Farmington Road area) reported that
unknown person(s) had cut the fence to his property to gain access and then attempted to cut
the locks from two box car style storage containers. There was a similar report from a
business two doors down on May 20th. It is likely that this attempt happened on the same
night.
DRIVING WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED
On May 30th, at 2:54 a.m., an officer stopped a vehicle near Drake Road and Heritage Lane
for an equipment violation (headlight). A check of the driver’s status showed that he had a
suspended driver’s license. The driver was arrested and transported to the station where he
was processed and housed awaiting bond.
WARRANT ARREST OTHER DEPARTMENT
On May 30th an officer on patrol stopped a vehicle for a traffic violation. Upon further
investigation, the driver had an outstanding traffic warrant out of Livonia. Livonia police
stated to advise and release on their warrant due to staffing. The driver was issued a citation
for the traffic violations and sent on her way.
MINOR IN POSSESSION
On May 30th officers were dispatched to Jamestown Apartments regarding an unconscious
woman in the parking lot. Upon arrival officers learned the woman was eighteen years old
and intoxicated. The woman was dropped off by friends and passed out in the parking lot.
The woman submitted to a PBT with a result of .07(8). The woman was escorted to her
apartment and her mother notified. The woman was cited for Minor in Possession.
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MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
On May 30th officers were dispatched to the 23200 block of Floral Street on a report of
several vehicles having tires slashed on them overnight. Upon arrival officers checked the
area and found four vehicles, with each of them having one tire slashed or punctured. The
vehicle owners were contacted and advised of the incident. The area was canvassed and
none of the residents saw or heard anything suspicious overnight.
DRIVING WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED (DWLS)/WARRANTS OTHER DEPARTMENT/
POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA
On May 31st an officer on patrol stopped a vehicle for a license plate violation. Upon further
investigation it was found that the driver’s license was suspended. During further
investigation of the passenger it was found that he, at the request of the driver, threw two
plastic vials out of the vehicle which contained Marijuana. The driver was arrested for DWLS
and Possession of Marijuana. The passenger was arrested for Possession of Marijuana.
Both the driver and passenger were transported to the station where they were processed
and issued citations to appear on the charges.
OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED (OWI)
On June 1st an officer stopped a vehicle on Grand River near Halsted for speeding and
improper lane use. The officer detected an odor of intoxicants coming from the interior of the
vehicle. The driver admitted to having four beers at the Grand Tavern in Farmington Hills.
The driver failed field sobriety tests with a PBT of .11(4). The driver was arrested for OWI
and the vehicle was turned over to a passenger. The driver submitted to a breath test at the
station with a result of .11. The driver was cited for OWI and housed until sober.
OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED (OWI)
On June 1st an officer stopped a vehicle on Orchard Lake and Ten mile for disobeying a red
light. The officer detected an odor of intoxicants coming from the interior of the vehicle. The
driver admitted to consuming alcohol at a club in Pontiac. The driver failed field sobriety tests
with a PBT of .12(4). The driver was arrested for OWI and the vehicle was impounded. The
driver refused a breath test and a blood search warrant was obtained. A blood draw was
completed by CEMS and the blood kit placed in property. The driver was cited for OWI and
housed until sober.
WARRANT ARREST OTHER DEPARTMENT
On June 1st an officer on patrol stopped a vehicle on M5 in which the registered owner was
showing several outstanding traffic warrants out of Farmington Hills and Romulus. The driver
confirmed that he was the registered owner and was detained on the warrants. Dispatch
confirmed that the Farmington Hills warrants were valid and that they wanted the driver. The
driver was arrested for the warrants and transported to Farmington Hills.
NOTE: In addition, dayshift officers responded to fifteen medical runs, five vehicle accidents,
and five alarm runs.

